
Unhappy Stakeholders

The solution selected may fail to meet
the requirements of all stakeholders
involved.

Common Pain-Points
When evaluating an EPM/CPM software, many organizations face common hurdles when
selecting new software. These can include:

Not Seeing the Full Picture

Even after detailed vendor reviews,
decision-makers often don’t have the
prior knowledge to see the complete
picture and the solution inadequacies.

Inaccurate Representation

Vendors often demo an array of
special features which in practice don’t
work as expected or require expensive
customizations and additional costs.

Time Invested

The selection process often drags
on longer than desired.

Time Wasted

Too much time is spend and wasted
on creating overloaded RFPs and
documentation.

Paying too much

Excessive costs that could be avoided by
negotiating for better pricing from the
vendor.
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ProLytics phased approach makes the end-to-end vendor selection process easy.

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5

AWARENESS ELICITATION EVALUATION SELECTION NEGOTIATION

Phase 1  
Awareness

Vendor evaluation kick-off meeting with the client team
Understand the organization capabilities of a CPM tool
Establish vendor evaluation process timelines, framework,
and tasks ownership
Discuss CPM landscape capabilities and trends

1.
2.
3.

4.

Key Milestones
Define the selection process
Understand marketplace trends

Identify stakeholders/users of the CPM tool and conduct
interviews to define expectations, use cases and success
criteria
Define expected volume of usage, users, and use cases
Gather Business Needs, Technical Needs, Requirements
Assessment, Questionnaire Review
Review existing processes, application portfolio and
eliminate the risk of overlap with new CPM tool
Prepare "platform agnostic" Business Requirements

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Key Milestones
Validate business case
Assess business impact

Establish Key Success Metrics

Phase 2  
Elicitation

Phase 3  
Evaluation Criteria

Avoid “RFP” overload and focus on features to matter
most to your organization
Focus attention on mission-critical application
requirements
Eliminate requirements based on “it’s how we’ve always
done it”
Provide an understanding of technology capabilities

1.

2.

3.

4.

Key Milestones
Establish criteria for comparison
of vendor capabilities

Phase 3  
Evalutation

Align team with a clear scoring and decision framework,
checklist
Vendor Demo script – to better compare offerings from
vendors based on a common script
Participate in Vendor Product Demonstrations
Conduct vendor Q&A that will further assess the fit of a
solution with use cases

1.

2.

3.
4.

Key Milestones
Create weighted selection model
Validate key issues with technical
assessment & reference checks

Coordinate a formal response from the top vendors that
includes solution cost, detailed technical plan and project
methodology 
Review each vendor’s contract and inform teams about
contract terms
Awareness of vendor negotiation approaches
Identify required user levels, and avoid overpaying for
costlier access
Support your negotiations with industry pricing information
Gather scoring feedback, evaluation checklist from
stakeholders
Provide a final recommendation

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Key Milestones
Price negotiation with vendors

Finalize budget approval &
project implementation

Phase 4 
Selection

Phase 5
Negotiation

5. Apples-to-apples comparison of standard features
6. Create an evaluation framework covering functional,         
     technical, and commercial requirements
7. Shortlist to 2-3 vendors for further demos and interviews 
    based on Requirements Analysis
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Phase 1: Awareness
Save time duplicating market research.
Maintain alignment with focus groups. 

Phase 2: Elicitation
Save time gathering detailed historical
requirements and focus on key issues.

Phase 3: Evaluation
Use your time to validate how the
solution will handle mission-critical
requirements.

Phase 4: Selection
Save time across tedious demos and
understand the marketplace.

Phase 5: Negotiation
Spend time negotiating with viable
alternatives to reduce price by up to 50%.
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Our Areas of Focus

Enterprise Performance Management
(Budgeting, Forecasting, Planning,
Modeling, Financial Consolidations)

Business Intelligence Analytics (Power
BI, Tableau)

Our Core Values

Working closely with each customer to
understand their needs

Delivering value-added solutions and
services to our customers

4.9/5 CSAT (Customer Satisfaction
Survey) average score

Business Advisory

Our services offered include: 

Technology Consulting

Managed Services & Training and more

Our goal is to work with our customers to deliver
value-added EPM and BI solutions, that fit their
culture, align with their goals, and solve their one-
of-a-kind challenges.

At ProLytics, we believe that performance
management processes and systems should be
centered but not limited to the office of Finance.
Planning should be integrated and connected
across the organization. With that in mind, we
work with our clients to extend planning, reporting
and analysis from Finance to other departments
and business units.

We complement our deep EPM knowledge and
offerings with Business Intelligence analytics
services. Through industry-leading BI tools, we
help our customers analyze financial data,
uncover insights to ultimately make better
business decisions.

ProLytics Consulting Group is a business and
technology consulting firm specializing in
Enterprise Performance Management (CPM or
BPM) and Financial Business Intelligence and
Analytics. Our team of consultants have many
years of experience working with companies to
adopt process improvements, technology
solutions and actionable analytics, which in turn
have led to growth, profitability and efficiency.

445 Apple Creek Blvd     
Suite 217
Markham, Ontario
L3R 9X7, Canada

+1 905 947 1223

contact@prolyticsgroup.com
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Our Customers' success is a measure of our success.

ABOUT PROLYTICS

Experts in Enterprise Performance
Management & Financial Business
Intelligence Analytics

Contact Us

POWERFUL ANALYTICS. 
PROVEN DELIVERY.

http://prolyticsgroup.com/
http://prolyticsgroup.com/

